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Ref.  JA17 



BLS 

2 

Ticket “delay confirmation” issued on delayed train 
(similar to SBB confirmation of delay) : 

Manual “delay confirmation” issued at 
BLS stations or BLS Reisezentren : 



ČD 

3 

Ticket “delay confirmation” issued on delayed train 
(in CZ, DE or EN) : 

Ticket “delay confirmation” issued at 
ČD stations (in CZ only, with possible 
handwritten annotations in DE or EN for 
foreign passengers, either on the ticket 
or separate paper) : 



CFL 

4 

Confirmation of the delay issued at CFL stations: 

Stamp «missed connection» or 
«cancellation» issued at CFL stations: 



DB (1/5) 

5 

Confirmation of the delay by the train staff on the backside of the ticket: 



DB (2/5) 

6 

Form to confirm the missed connection and to allow the use of another train: 



DB (3/5) 

7 

Ticket “missed connection” issued at stations: 



DB (4/5) 

8 

Stamp “missed connection”  issued in DB Reisezentrum travel centres: 



DB (5/5) 

9 

Stamp “missed connection”  issued in DB Reisezentrum travel centres (HOTNAT procedure): 



DSB 
DSB «traffic disturbance ticket » (=«driftsforstyrrelse») issued for a SJ train (with 

compulsory reservation), using a bilaterally agreed tariff code (code 4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stamps issued to certify delays 

10 



NS (1/2) 

11 

Travellers who missed a corresponding DB-train, and travelling with a ticket with 
“Zugbindung” (tied to one selected train): 

Travellers who missed a corresponding Thalys train: 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Travellers who missed a 
corresponding Railteam train: 


 





HOP ON THE NEXT TRAIN 
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                                                                          HOP ON THE NEXT TRAIN
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NS (2/2) 

• Stamps issued at NS service desks in stations to confirm delays on feeder trains. Very 
frequent in practice. 

• Placed on tickets or (if it concerns an electronic ticket) on a sheet of paper in annex. 

  
  

12 

  



ÖBB 

13 

Ticket “delay confirmation” issued at station: 

Ticket “delay confirmation” issued on 
delayed train: 



Renfe 

Ticket “delay confirmation” issued at Renfe stations (rare: only for 
those customers that claim confirmation on paper): 



SBB 

15 

Stamp “missed connection” at SBB 
stations (example Basel SBB): 

Ticket “missed connection” 
issued on delayed train: 

Ticket “delay confirmation” and 
“missed connection”  issued at SBB 
stations: 



SNCB/NMBS (1/2) 

 Stamp HOTNAT issued in case of delay or missed 
connection in the "Departure Today Zone" in Brussels Midi.  
The agent will manually add the number of the delayed 
train, the date and the exact delay. 

16 

Punch issued by train manager 
on board of SNCB train 
(Logically the number of the train 
will be the same on the stamp 
and in writing, but if a train is 
cancelled, the written number will 
be of the cancelled train, whereas 
the stamp will be of the 
replacement train) : 



SNCB/NMBS (2/2) 

17 

Ticket issued at station in case of delay or 
missed connection (rarely used) : 

Ticket issued at station in case 
of strikes : 



Most used specimen, in particular in small 
railway stations:  
 
 
 
 

Examples of delay confirmation that are particular to a 
few large railway stations, which are rather 
heterogeneous (at least 5 different models found, 2 
presented here): 
 
 
 
 

SNCF (1/2) 
delay confirmation 

18 



SNCF (2/2) 
 
 
Stamp « missed connection » and authorisation to continue the journey: 

19 

SNCF Train Manager makes an on-board 
announcement inviting passengers with a 
connection (including an international connection) 
to come to him. After checking the conditions set 
for the Pilot (especially the reasonable MCT), the 
Train Manager: 
1. Endorses himself the ticket to prove the delay (train 

number, time of delay and stamp), if it is a paper 
ticket (or if it has some paper confirmation for e-tickets 
for example), or 

2. Invites the passenger to contact SNCF Ground Staff 
(« escale ») at the arrival station if the ticket is 
completely dematerialised (e.g. M-ticket), to have 
the delay issued, as he cannot do it by himself with 
today’s equipment. 

3. Pass on to the passenger, on a case to case basis 
depending on the OD concerned, the instructions 
disclosed by the relevant « receiving » Partner RU in 
the context of the Pilot (go to a specific help desk of 
that RU, go and see the TM of that RU etc…) 

1. 

2. 



SZ 

20 

Ticket “delay confirmation”: 



Trenitalia 

21 

  DIVISIONE PASSEGGERI L/H 
VENDITA DIRETTA 

CUSTOMER SERVICE LE 
FRECCE CENTRO SUD–ROMA 

 
 Biglietto non utilizzato. Unused 

ticket. Ungenutzte Tickets. 
Billet non utilisé. 

 Billete no utilizado 
 
 

 Data,                      Matricola 

 

  

Not used ticket 

Missed connection Not used ticket 



ZSSK 

22 

Ticket “missed connection” and other 
functions (train + station): 

Stamp “delay” (station): 



DELAY CONFIRMATION FROM OTHER 
RAILWAYS  

(not participating in the AJC  
– only for information) 

23 



CFR Calatori 

24 

Confirmation of delay issued at CFR stations: 

Pierdut legătura la trenul nr. ................  
Trenul nr. ......... a intarziat ....... minute. 
Semnătura 
Ștampila staţiei 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Inscription on the reverse side of the 
ticket in the event of train delay:  



Eurostar 

25 

Stamp issued to certify delay: 



NSB 
Stamp issued to certify delays 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Traffic disturbance ticket without price issued for the new train 
 

26 



PKP Intercity (1/2) 

27 

Stamp “missed connection” issued at information 
desks or sales counters: 

Ticket “delay confirmation” issued on 
delayed train (with and without stamp 
identifying train manager): 



PKP Intercity (2/2) 

Endorsement “delay confirmation” issued by train staff: 



RDG (ex ATOC) 

 There is no standardised delay stamp or ticket in Great Britain. 
  
 Indeed GB passenger undertakings are already obligated under their 

Passenger License to provide carriage to passengers delayed by other 
operators’ services, and this is done without the need for the passenger 
to have any specific document.  

29 



S.C. REGIOTRANS 

30 

S.C. REGIOTRANS S.R.L. 
CONFIRMARE INTARZIERE NR. ………. 

 Trenul nr. ……………………. din data de ………………. 
 a intarziat ……. cifre(…………………………………litere) minute in statia 

………………………………………………   
  
 Legitimatia de calatorie nr. ………………………………. 
 De la …………………………………………………………. 
 La ……………………………………………………………... 
 
 Data ……………Ora ………     Semnatura …………………. 

Ticket “missed connection” issued on delayed train: 



SJ 

Stamps indicating that the ticket has been cancelled (either as two separate stamps or as one combined stamp): 

 

31 



SJ 
 
Ticket  «traffic disturbance»  
(=«trafikstörning»): tickets always 
issued as PDF for domestic SJ 
trains as well as SJ crossborder trains  
to Copenhagen and Oslo 

32 



Thalys 

• Thalys stickers or HOTNAT stamp 
• issued by the kiosk/ Store&More or ticket office SNCB or NS  
• issued by train manager only in exceptional cases 

33 



VR 

Confirmation of delay issued either on board the delayed train 
or in a VR station, stating that the customer can use the original 
ticket for travel on the same route in another train and also on 
another date.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

34 

Another possibility is that the customer decides to return to 
his departure station. Also in those cases a certificate of delay 
is issued on board the delayed train or in a VR station. 
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